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Resources extraction has tripled since 1970 to a massive 92 billion

tons per year. It is projected to grow by another 70% by 2050.

The use of fossil fuels, that have driven this growth, has already

contributed to a 1.1 C average global temperature increase

The global food system contributes around 70% of biodiversity loss

and also consumes 70% of available freshwater. 

A transformation in our ability 
to make things changed 
society.

We’ve been at a turning 
point before. In 1684 
Thomas Savery invented 
the steam engine and it 
changed everything. This 
invention kick-started the 
industrial revolution, which 
transformed our ability to 
make things. Raw materials 
and energy were seemingly 
infinite, and labour was 
readily available. For the 
first time in history, goods 
were mass produced.
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=0RXH9W5Fnpg&t=2s

HOWEVER....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RXH9W5Fnpg&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RXH9W5Fnpg&t=2s


Cradle to Cradle
framework: “design 
products and
manufacturing
processes where
material flows are 
safe, restorative, 
regenerative, and
based on closed-
loop cycles” 
(Morseletto, 2019) 
(https://www.ellenmacarthurfou

ndation.org/circular-
economy/concept/schools-of-
thought)

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=fP8PRA-OajU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fP8PRA-OajU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fP8PRA-OajU


What is Circular Economy? 

“a circular model, which emphasizes a reduced use of raw 
materials and the reuse, repair, redesign, remanufacturing and 
recycling of resources at every step of the value chain, ensures 
that materials or resources keep their maximum possible value as 
they move and are retained within different value chains (as stated 
in the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) circularity 
platform)”. 

“an industrial system that is restorative or regenerative by intention 
and design” (EMF, 2015)
Restorative: meaning repair/give back/build up again “make something well again”
Regenerative: restore, renew, revitalize and ensure rebirth to sources of energy and 
materials by taking into account future needs, wants and desires of society and 
nature”; “make it better” 
Regenerative agriculture: “maintaining and improving resources through continuous 
organic renewal of the complex living system (Dahlberg, 1991).



Take-make-dispose

Short term, from purchase to sales

Focuses on products

Reduce-reuse-recycle

Long term, multiple life cycles

Focuses on services



Butterfly Diagram (EMF, 2013) 



Butterfly Diagram (EMF, 2013) 

Maintain/repair: Fix part when 
it brakes.

Reuse/redistribute: Sell 
product to a colleague. 

Remanufacturing/Refurbish: 
company buys it back and replace 
major parts.

Recycle/recover: Extract raw 
materials to use again.  

 

 

 

Technical reverse Cycles



Butterfly Diagram (EMF, 2013) 

Biological Reverse Cycles

https://www.ecoscraps.com/

Works on

recycling of

food waste

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCRKvDyyHmI)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCRKvDyyHmI


Is the planet more circular? 

Ecological Footprint
The Ecological Footprint is the only metric 
that measures how much nature we have 
and how much nature we use. 
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2023: GLOBAL 

ECONOMY IS 7.2% 

CIRCULAR

2018: 9,1%

2020: 8,6%

More than 90% of materials are wasted, lost or remain 

unavailable for reuse for years.

Fonte: Circularity GAP Report 2023. 

Is the planet more circular? 
Documentary: The Real 
Price of Shipping

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=FXH7FzTikYo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXH7FzTikYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXH7FzTikYo


Circular Economy in Brazil

Survey by the National Confederation of Industry (CNI) in 
2019 shows that 76.4% of the country’s industries adopt 
some sort of process linked to the Circular Economy in 
order to increase the useful life of products and materials.

Water reuse, material recycling and reverse logistics are 
the main situations found in the range of practices of the 
Brazilian industry.

Reasons: the reduction of costs, followed by operational 
efficiency and the opportunity for new business.
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Case:
A taste of circular economy for 
food in São Paulo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_vyK
l3NcsM&t=17s

The Globally Important Agricultural 
Heritage Systems (GIAHS) are 
agroecosystems inhabited by 
communities that live in an intricate 
relationship with their territory. These 
evolving sites are resilient systems 
characterized by remarkable 
agrobiodiversity, traditional 
knowledge, invaluable cultures and 
landscapes, sustainably managed by 
farmers, herders, fisherfolk, and 
forest people in ways that contribute 
to their livelihoods and food security. 
Through the Globally Important 
Agricultural Heritage Systems 
Programme, the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations 
has designated over 60 sites around 
the world.
(source: 
https://www.fao.org/giahs/en/)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v
5v6J7rCql4&t=11s

https://youtu.be/3PYYadvwkOo
https://youtu.be/3PYYadvwkOo
https://www.fao.org/giahs/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5v6J7rCql4&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5v6J7rCql4&t=11s
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According to the International Labor Organization (ILO) there will be a growth of 6 million jobs 
globally by 2030, mainly in the area of waste management and recycling, service sector, repair 
(repair) and rent-based business models. However, the transition to a circular system can 
enhance the wage inequality, displacement of workers and jobs. 

EC does not automatically address social objectives such as SDG 2 (zero hunger), SDG5 
(gender equality) and SDG10 (reduction of inequalities).

Circular Economy and Social Inclusion

Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development 
(https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/t
ransformingourworld/publication)



Source: Schröder, P. 
(2020). Promoting a just transition to 
an inclusive circular economy. Royal 
Institute of International Affairs.



Circular Business Models 

1. repair and maintenance
2. Reuse and redistribution
3. Refurbishment and

remanufacturing
4. Recycling
5. Cascading and repurposing
6. Organic feedstock

Technical
reverse cycles

Biological
reverse
cycles

Source: Ludeke-Freund et al (2019)

BM: describes how a firm does business (Magretta, 2002)

It refers to “the logic of a firm, the way it operates and how it 
creates value for its stakeholders” (Casadeus-Masanell and
Ricart, 2010)



Case Native (the Balbo 

Group) 

Pioneer in large-scale regenerative sugar cane production in Brazil
Creates a strong organic sugar brand that is now the world´s leading producer and
retailer of organic sugar (responsible for 15.5% of the world market of organic
sugar)
Scale up
Applies the principles of regenerative agriculture as:
Eliminating the practice of burning unused parts of the sugar cane plant prior to
harvesting
Using zero tillage to re-incorporate the significant volumes of organic matter that
sugar cane produces back into the soil´s physical structure
It produces 100% of energy to process sugar cane from sugarcane bagasse (the pulpy
residue left after the juice of the sugarcane has been extracted)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-pr0cYzuDQ&t=116s)



CBPak

• Packaging company

• Polymer made from cassava to food 
packaging industry

• It is made from 96% biodegradable
materials



Other cases...

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmTQ

A-RNygQ (plastic waste)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmTQA-RNygQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmTQA-RNygQ
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